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Abstract Rich cross-linguistic variability in the strictness of affix ordering raises
questions about how universal and language-specific factors interact to determine
affix combinability patterns. While focus has been primarily on the interaction of semantic scope and language-specific formal factors, in this paper we take a first step
towards a cross-linguistic, typological perspective on a different potential influencing
factor: lexical processing. Based on a corpus study, we show that derivational suffix
ordering is less constrained in Russian than in English. And significantly, statisticaldistributional evidence also suggests that Russian words are overall more likely to
be decomposed during lexical access. This hints that the balance between wholeword storage and decomposition in a given language may partly determine freeness
of derivational affix ordering, with more decomposition leading to more freedom of
combination. This is consistent with an interpretation of the complexity-based ordering hypothesis (Hay 2003).
Keywords Affix ordering · Derivation · Typology · Morphology · Lexical
processing · Russian

1 Introduction
The order of affixes within a word has emerged as an important area for typological
study. Research has identified rich variability in the strictness of ordering restrictions
across languages, raising interesting questions about how universal and languagespecific factors interact to determine affix combinability patterns. While focus has
been primarily on the interaction of semantic scope and language-specific formal
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(phonological, morphological) factors, in this paper we take a first step towards a
cross-linguistic, typological perspective on a different potential influencing factor:
lexical processing.
A few different kinds of relationship between lexical processing and affix ordering have been hinted at, but we take as our jumping off point the idea of complexitybased ordering, since it is the most explicit and complete existing proposal (Hay 2003;
Hay and Plag 2004; Plag and Baayen 2009). The complexity-based ordering hypothesis posits that derivational affix ordering is sensitive to how morphologically complex
words are processed during lexical access. Specifically, derivational affixes that are
more easily parsed from their bases during lexical access must occur further from the
root than affixes that are less easily parsed. The hypothesis was first formulated using
English derivational suffix-ordering data. However, given that it is underpinned by
a cognitive model and that we as humans all have the same innate ‘cognitive equipment’, we expect to be able to make testable cross-linguistic predictions. In fact, other
languages offer a crucial test of the proposal. Moreover, in light of evidence that morphological processing is highly sensitive to the properties of complex words, and that
the balance between whole-word storage and parsing may therefore vary substantially not only from one word to another but also from one language to another, it
seems reasonable to think that qualitatively different kinds of interaction might exist
in different languages.
We test this possibility using Russian. Previewing the conclusions, we show based
on a corpus study that derivational suffix ordering is less constrained in Russian than
in English. And significantly, statistical-distributional evidence also indicates that
Russian words are overall more likely to be decomposed during lexical access, as
compared with English words. This hints that the balance between whole-word storage and decomposition (parsing) in a given language may partly determine freeness
of affix ordering, with more decomposition leading to more freedom of combination.
In short, the Russian data are consistent with the idea that ease of cognitive processing
is a factor in the observed diversity of affix ordering patterns. This paper thus contributes to the typological study of affix ordering by adding to the list of determining
factors that are hypothesized to be ‘in the mix’. It is a step towards the larger goal
of shedding light on the relationship between lexical processing and morphological
structure cross-linguistically.
The paper is structured as follows. In Sect. 2 we review the affix ordering literature in order to give a sense of the typological diversity that must be accounted for.
In Sect. 3 we discuss complexity-based ordering and its underlying cognitive model,
and in Sect. 4 we identify the cross-linguistic predictions that derive from it. In Sect. 5
we introduce the set of Russian derivational suffixes that we investigate and describe
the corpus that we use to explore their properties. In Sect. 6 we explore the combinability of these suffixes. In Sect. 7 we compare the estimated parsability of Russian
and English derivational suffixes. Finally, in Sect. 8 we offer some discussion and
conclusions.
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2 Fixed and variable affix ordering cross-linguistically
2.1 Inflectional and quasi-inflectional ordering
Both inflectional and derivational affix ordering has received considerable attention.
In the context of inflection, two issues have been of primary interest: (i) the extent to
which the linear ordering of formatives is fixed; and especially in cases where it is
not, (ii) the extent to which ordering is determined by possibly-universal principles of
semantic scope (or syntactic constituent structure) vs. language-specific morphotactic
or phonotactic principles.1
In inflectional systems, the linear ordering of affixes within a word is, as Stump
(1997:224) notes, “if not absolutely fixed, . . . nevertheless always highly regulated;
the more inflectional affixes a word shows, the more clearly this fact inevitably
emerges.” In other words, fixed ordering is widespread, and more than this, there
is a general sense in which fixed ordering has the status of the normal or default state
for inflection, with which variable ordering contrasts. Nonetheless, variable ordering of inflectional or quasi-inflectional formatives does occur, as in the Chumbivilcas
Quechua examples in (1), where the Causative and Desiderative formatives appear in
opposite order.
(1)

a.

b.

mikhu-naya-chi-wa-n
eat-DESID - CAUS-1.OBJ-3.SBJ
‘It causes me to feel like eating.’
mikhu-chi-naya-wa-n
eat-CAUS - DESID-1.OBJ-3.SBJ
‘I feel like making someone eat.’

(Muysken 1988:278)

Examples of variable order often exist in the fuzzy middle ground between inflection
and derivation, but are nonetheless notable as a counterpoint to the rigidly fixed templatic ordering typically encountered with inflection. Moreover, the tension between
variable and fixed ordering offers insight into the interacting factors that determine
inflectional ordering.
Ordering may be driven by semantics, where affix A appears further from the root
than affix B if A scopes over B, and a reversal of the order of formatives entails a
reversal of semantic scope; this is the case in the Chumbivilcas Quechua examples
above.2 Other languages with scope-determined affix ordering include Athapaskan
(Rice 2000) and Wolof (Buell and Sy 2006). However, variable ordering can also be
determined by purely formal phonological or morphological criteria. Stump (2001),
citing Arnott (1970), notes that in Fula (Atlantic), object-agreement markers appear
1 A related issue has to do with templatic vs. layered inflectional organization, in the sense of Simpson

and Withgott (1986). Stump (1997) argues that all inflection is templatic, whereas Baker’s (1985) Mirror
Principle amounts to a claim that all inflection is layered. Others assume that both types exist. These
arguments cannot be taken up here, but it is worth noting that while the issue of templatic vs. layered
inflection cannot be straightforwardly equated with the issue of formal vs. semantic determinants of affix
ordering, they are intertwined.
2 A different approach states the generalization in terms of syntactic binding, rather than semantic scope

(Baker 1985).
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peripherally to subject-agreement markers in most forms of the relative tenses (2a).
However, when the subject is 1SG and the object is either 2SG or 3SG, the subject
marker appears peripherally to the object marker (2b).
(2)

a.

b.

mball-u-(no-)âaa-mo’
help-RELPST- ACT-( PRET-)2SG . SUBJ -3SG . OBJ
‘You (sg) (had) helped him.’
mball-u-(no-)moo-mi’
help-RELPST- ACT.-( PRET-)-3SG . OBJ-1SG . SUBJ
‘I (had) helped him.’
(Stump 2001:151, citing Arnott 1970)

While the formatives are different (particularly the subject marking), we can see this
as an instance of variable affix ordering under the view that the abstract feature values
constitute the morpheme. Thus, subject and object marking exhibit position reversal,
and the difference of ordering is purely morphotactically, rather than semantically,
conditioned.
Different kinds of systems that mix formal and semantic factors have come to
light, including in Bantu varieties (Hyman 2003; McPherson and Paster 2009), Upper
Necaxa Totonac (Totonacan, Beck 2008), and Pulaar (West Atlantic, Paster 2005). In
these languages, semantic scope determines ordering of some affix pairs, but for others, formal requirements take precedence over scope. Caballero (2010) shows that in
Choguita Rarámuri (Uto-Aztecan), Desiderative and Causative are ordered according
to scope, but the placement of the Evidential is phonologically determined: it attaches
to bases that (on the surface) have final-syllable stress and are consonant final. As a
result, Evidential and Desiderative sometimes occur in the opposite order to what is
semantically expected, i.e., they exhibit counterscopal ordering. Thus, the interaction
between formal and semantic criteria can be complex. This point is reinforced by the
fact that free variability may occur alongside scope or formal factors; see Bickel et al.
(2007) for Chintang (Sino-Tibetan) and Comrie (1980) for Zyryan (Uralic).
In short, it is increasingly clear that while fixed ordering of inflectional formatives
is commonplace, there is nonetheless a non-trivial degree of cross-linguistic variation
in the rigidity of ordering. Moreover, inflectional ordering can be determined by at
least semantic, morphological, and phonological factors that interact in different ways
in different languages.
It has been suggested that other kinds of factors should be added to this list, including universal principles of cognitive relevance (Bybee 1985) and grammar learning mechanisms (Ryan 2010). Most interestingly in the present context, Caballero
(2010:197) speculates that some ordering effects in Choguita Rarámuri reflect ‘priming effects’ resulting from lexical processing. “It is often the case that during elicitation of morphologically complex constructions, a particular morpheme sequence will
become fixed and serve as the base for further suffixation when derived, more complex forms are elicited, regardless of the intended semantic interpretation.” Her observation that production of a word-form facilitates the production of its derivatives, even
where the derivative exhibits counterscopal ordering, hints at an interaction between
lexical processing and grammatical (esp. semantic) conditions in affix ordering. However, it is unclear from her data whether the facilitation effect is a product of the
elicitation method, or whether it operates also under more natural speech conditions.
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2.2 Derivational ordering
Derivational and inflectional affix ordering patterns exhibit some differences; in large
part these flow from general differences between inflection and derivation.3 For example, the layered nature of derivation (in the sense of Simpson and Withgott 1986)
all but entails that derivational ordering reflect semantic scope. In inflection, scope
can be either irrelevant or superseded by morphotactic and phonotactic constraints,
but in derivation semantic scope seems always to be the dominant factor in affix ordering. Instances of variable derivational affix ordering reflect the scopal relationship
of the affixes, as with the Russian examples in (3).
(3)

-ost’ + -liv žal-ost-liv-yj
sorry-ness-ADJ - M . NOM . SG
‘compassionate’

žal-ost’
sorry-ness.( F ). NOM . SG
‘compassion’

-liv + -ost’ s-praved-liv-ost’
s-praved-liv-yj
from-right-ADJ -ness.( F ). NOM . SG from-right-ADJ - M . NOM . SG
‘justice’
‘just, righteous’
At the same time, derivational affix combinability can be constrained by phonological, morphological, and other kinds of selectional restrictions, which can be affixspecific and highly idiosyncratic. To take an example of phonological conditioning,
the English deadjectival verbal suffix -en (e.g., straighten) attaches only to monosyllabic bases, among other preferences for base shape, which effectively precludes
it from appearing second in a two-suffix sequence. Purely morphological selection
also occurs in English. For instance, derived verbs select -(c)ation as their nominalized forms (origination, classification, symbolization), except where blocked by some
more specific constraint (e.g., Latinate Constraint: *enlightenation, enlightenment)
(Plag 1999). Affix ordering among derivational forms is thus similar to inflectional
affix ordering in the sense that it is subject to intersecting formal constraints of different sorts. For extensive discussion of phonotactic, morphotactic, and other kinds of
selectional restrictions (with reference to English derivation), see Marchand (1960),
Bauer (1983), and Plag (2003).
Moreover, derivational affix ordering may be highly regulated to the point of being
fixed. For example, the English adjectival suffix -ive and the agentive nominal suffix
-ist combine in words such as activist and normativist but the opposite order of suffixes does not seem to occur in any words at all, despite being semantically plausible
(Marchand 1960). And this is not just a fact of these two suffixes, but rather, a general
property of the English derivational system. Hay and Plag (2004) show that in a set
of 15 suffixes attested in 36 two-suffix combinations, not only does the existence of
some suffix combination A–B systematically preclude the existence of combination
B–A, but the set of affix combinations also exhibits transitivity in the sense that if
3 Additionally, the atomistic, non-obligatory nature of derivational affixes influences what gets counted as

variable affix ordering. For instance, despite English -ic and -ive both being adjectivizers, the combinations
-ist + -ic (e.g., artistic) and -ive + -ist (e.g., activist) are not generally taken as representing variable
ordering, and contrast in this respect with analyses of what counts as variable affix ordering in inflection
(see (2) above).
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combinations A–B, B–C, C–D (and so on) are attested, combinations C–A, D–A,
D–B (and so on) are systematically precluded. The set of affix combinations is thus
acyclic, and the individual affixes can be ordered along a hierarchy from closest to
furthest from the root. Plag and Baayen (2009) largely confirm the generalization
with an expanded set of 31 English suffixes, and Zirkel (2010) extends it to English
prefixes. A subset of the suffix hierarchy is given below.
(4)

closest to the root

furthest from the root

-ian > -ive > -ist > -ish > -ment > -fulN > -ery > -ous > -aryN > -less > -fulAdj > -lyAdj

(Plag and Baayen 2009:123)
This is a rather surprising fact about English. The layered nature of derivation
leads, if anything, to an expectation that derivational affixes should exhibit free combinability, subject to semantic and other selectional restrictions. (In this sense, default expectations for derivational ordering are opposite to those for inflectional ordering.) Yet Hay and Plag argue convincingly that English affixes are more rigidly
fixed in their order than would be predicted by semantics and selectional restrictions alone (contra Fabb 1988); ordering as in (4) is not predicted from the idiosyncratic and lexically-specific nature of selectional restrictions. They also argue
that the ordering hierarchy is more nuanced than is predicted by approaches that
divide affixes into non-cyclically-ordered strata according to the Level Ordering
Hypothesis (Allen 1978; Giegerich 1999; Kiparsky 1982a, 1982b; Mohanan 1986;
Siegel 1974). This raises an obvious question about the source of the rigid ordering.
Hay and Plag argue that lexical processing operates in concert with semantic
and formal constraints to determine the range of possible affix combinations. They
posit the idea of complexity-based ordering, which states that affixes that tend to
be stripped from their bases during lexical access (i.e., parsed) must occur further
from the root than affixes that tend not to be.4 The affix hierarchy emerges from this
generalization. Complexity-based ordering is thus claimed to be an independentlymotivated, processing-based constraint that serves to explain failures of derivational
affix combinability that cannot be explained by semantic and formal selectional restrictions alone. The attested affix combinations always respect semantic scope, and
in this sense scope remains the dominant factor, but lexical processing serves to filter
out some affix combinations that are otherwise expected.
At the same time, not every language is like English. See, for instance, the Russian example in (3) above, showing that both -ost’ + -liv and -liv + -ost’ are attested. (These are part of a larger data set explored in more detail below.) Additionally, Manova (2010) investigates 22 derivational (and inflectional) Bulgarian suffixes
and finds four mirror-image combinations (i.e. where affix combinations A–B and
B–A both exist). Similarly, Talamo (2015) finds 30 examples of variable affix ordering in Italian, 18 of which are mirror-image combinations, including the examples
in (5).
4 The original hypothesis comes from Hay’s dissertation, published as Hay (2003); the name complexitybased ordering comes from Plag (2002).
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a. -bile + -izzare
-izzare + -bile
b. -eggiare + -evole
-evole + -eggiare
c. -ario + -etto
-etto + -ario

mobilizzare
realizzabile
maneggevole
piacevoleggiare
glossarietto
fascettario
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‘mobilize’
‘realizable’
‘handy’
‘to behave with pleasing manners’
‘little vocabulary’
‘small band container’

Baayen and Plag (2008) find four examples of variable affix ordering for a set of 22
Dutch derivational suffixes.
The question to be answered is thus why there is cross-linguistic diversity in the
strictness of derivational affix ordering. From a typological perspective, it also raises
issues that parallel those that have drawn attention within the inflectional affix ordering literature, having to do with how various factors interact to produce observed
patterns. One possibility is that processing constrains affix ordering to different degrees in different languages. From a typological perspective, we might expect this if
lexical processing is one of several factors that are ‘in the mix’, on par with how a
diverse range of inflectional affix patterns emerge from an interaction of factors.

3 Complexity-based ordering and its cognitive underpinnings
3.1 Parallel dual-route models of lexical access
As noted above, complexity-based ordering marks a shift from attempts to explain
affix ordering purely in terms of formal or semantic properties to an explanation in
terms of how cognitive processing interacts with morphological structure. The hypothesis is rooted in a parallel dual-route model of morphological processing (in
particular, that of Baayen et al. 1997; Baayen and Schreuder 1999). This class of
models, also called race models, posits competition between direct access of (complex) words in the lexicon and parsing (a.k.a. ‘decomposition’). During perception, a
complex word is processed simultaneously along two routes—via the lexical entry for
the whole word and via the lexical entries for the word’s morphological constituents.
Whichever method is faster ‘wins the race’, which is to say that the word is accessed
successfully and first via that method. At their most basic, parallel dual-route models
thus claim that lexical processing is optimized for processing speed.
A parallel dual-route model predicts that words will differ in their likelihood of being parsed into constituents versus accessed as whole words. Structural, distributional
and contextual properties of a given word facilitate (or inhibit) access speed along
one route or the other, in a complex interaction. Factors claimed to matter include
affix productivity (Hay and Baayen 2002; Plag 1999), phonotactics at the boundary
between affix and base (Hay 2003), whether an affix induces a morphophonological alternation in the base (Järvikivi et al. 2006), semantic transparency (Feldman
et al. 2002), affix homonymy (Bertram et al. 2000b), contextual factors such as word
predictability in context (Bertram et al. 2000a), and others.5 Most important here
5 Many of these factors have also been discussed in the context of other models of morphological process-

ing. Most notable here are connectionist models; see, e.g., Gonnerman and Andersen (2002), Plaut and
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is frequency. An extensive literature indicates that both the token frequency of a
derived word and the token frequency of its base form are robust factors in lexical access. In experimentation (e.g., masked priming lexical decision tasks), derived
word frequency effects have often been interpreted as indicating direct access of complex word-forms, whereas base frequency effects have been interpreted as indicating
parsing into constituent morphs. See, e.g., Taft (1979), Bertram et al. (2000b), and
Niswander et al. (2000) for the logic of this inference and for implementation in
experimental design. (Also see Taft (2004) and Taft and Ardasinski (2006) for a challenge to that interpretation and an argument that decomposition is more robust than
predicted by parallel dual-route models.)
Relevantly for the present purposes, Hay (2003) argues that the relative token frequency of an affixed word and its base is a predictor of that word’s likelihood of being accessed via its morphological components.6 For instance, government is much
more frequent than govern (66,894 and 2626 tokens, respectively, in the British National Corpus) which, it is argued, leads government to bias towards whole-word
access, all else being equal. In contrast, discernment is much less frequent than its
base discern (61 and 452 tokens, respectively) and therefore, all else being equal,
discernment biases towards access via the constituents discern and -ment. Plag and
Baayen (2009) show that both the frequency of the base word (e.g. govern, discern)
and the frequency of the derived word (e.g. government, discernment) are significant
predictors of response times for derived word targets in both word naming and visual
lexical decision tasks. At the same time, “. . . their relative contributions at the item
level are more intricate than can be captured by a simple ratio . . .” (Plag and Baayen
2009:136). This suggests that the relative frequency of a derived word to its base is an
appropriate estimate of processing route at a coarse level (an approach we follow in
Sect. 7), but that ultimately, the two frequency measures are distinct factors in lexical
processing.

Gonnerman (2000), Raveh (2002) and Rueckl and Raveh (1999) for discussion. Parallel dual-route models
and connectionist approaches differ in a number of important ways. However, they are both well suited
to modeling gradient behavioral effects in morphological processing that arise from interacting factors. It
seems probable to us that the core idea of complexity-based ordering could be reformulated in terms of
(and derived from) a distributed connectionist model, but we have not thought through the details.
6 Note that we are using the term ‘base’ in an unconventional way here. In parallel dual-route models, the

term base is used as a reference point to denote the shorter of two forms that could possibly be connected
during lexical processing as a result of affix stripping. The ‘base’ in this sense is a bit different than the
‘base’ of an affixed word in the classic morphological sense. For example, morphologists may be loathe
to identify English commune as the base for community because of the weak semantic relationship. However, in the context of trying to determine whether community is likely to be decomposed during lexical
access, we must have a reference point—the form that community could hypothetically be parsed into.
Hence, commune is called the ‘base’ of community. It is notable that the greater frequency of community
and its semantic opacity suggest that the whole-word route is probably the ‘winner’ for this word. The
term ‘base’ should therefore not here be taken to necessarily indicate a morphological relationship, or a
relationship during lexical access. It is more accurate to say that a ‘base’ in this unconventional sense is a
tool for investigating whether there is a relationship between two forms during lexical access. Despite this
difference in how the term ‘base’ is used, we suspect that in most of the cases where linguists do not posit a
direct morphological relationship between two forms according to conventional analytic criteria, measures
of lexical access would also suggest that there is no direct relationship during morphological processing.
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3.2 Deriving complexity-based ordering
With this understanding, we can turn to the idea of complexity-based ordering. Here,
the focus shifts from particular words to particular affixes. An estimate of the likelihood of an affix being parsed from its base during lexical access can be made by
averaging over all of the words containing that affix—the percentage that are predicted to bias towards decomposition. According to complexity-based ordering, affix
combinations are licit only if they are optimal from the perspective of processing
efficiency.
To grasp how this works, let us consider a hypothetical language in which there are
only two derivational suffixes, A and B. Let us also make the simplifying assumption
that in all words containing a single suffix A, direct access of the stored complex
word-form is faster than access via constituent morphemes. In all words containing
a single suffix B, access via morphemes is faster. The important question is: What
happens when both suffixes occur together in the same word? In a word with the form
root-A–B, we expect it to be efficient to access the word as two lexical units (root-A
and B), assuming that affix stripping is recursive.7 This is because each suffix is being
accessed via the faster route for that suffix; B is parsed out from the base but A is not.
It is possible (but not necessary) to access an outer affix (B) via the parsing route,
but the inner affix (A) via the whole word route. If the suffixes were to appear in
the opposite order, however, lexical access would be less efficient because the inner
suffix is easily parsed out, but the outer one is not. One or the other affix must be
processed in a way that is suboptimal. At its core, complexity-based ordering is the
idea that this difference in processing efficiency influences the morphological system
in such a way as to exclude order B–A: “an affix that can be easily parsed out should
not occur inside an affix which can not” (Hay 2003:17).
The basic prediction is thus that a hierarchical ordering of affixes will emerge from
the attested combinations of those affixes (see (4) above for English). In order to form
a hierarchy, the set of affix combinations must be strictly acyclic. The set is strictly
acyclic iff, given affixes A, B and C, their set of attested combinations contains A–B,
B–C, and/or A–C, and not also C–A, C–B, or B–A.8 The simplest example of a cycle
would be a mirror-image pair (attestation of both affix combination A–B and combination B–A), but more complex cycles are possible. An affix-ordering hierarchy (in
this case, A > B > C) can be extracted from an acyclic set of affix combinations
because the combinations never ‘loop back’ on themselves.
At the same time, at a more fine-grained level we expect some individual words
with a given affix to run contrary to the general pattern for that affix. Since
complexity-based ordering makes generalizations at the level of the affix, averaging over the properties of the individual words that instantiate the affix, it obscures
variation among the words. Remember that the -ment in government is less parsable
7 This kind of recursiveness is rarely talked about, perhaps because most studies of lexical access look only

at bimorphemic forms, but it is widely assumed.
8 More technically correct, a set of affix combinations is strictly acyclic iff, in a graph where the affixes are

the vertices and the affix combinations are directed edges, there is no walk that starts and ends at the same
vertex.
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than the -ment in discernment. Hay (2003) argues that this difference has direct implications for further affixation at the word level. She shows that speakers are more
likely to accept further affixation on derived words that are more frequent than their
bases; government allows further affixation (e.g. governmental) more readily than
discernment does (e.g. *discernmental). Thus, the same combination of affixes is not
predicted to be equally licit in all posited words. Some ‘leakage’ is expected, but in
a particular direction: affix combinations that introduce cycles should occur in words
where the affix closer to the root is significantly less likely to be parsed from its base
than is typical for that same affix across all word types and/or the affix further from
the root is significantly more likely to be parsed out from its base than is typical for
that affix.
So in summary, evidence for complexity-based ordering consists of a demonstration that a set of attested affix combinations exhibits acyclicity, and that the resulting
ordering hierarchy correlates to measures of parsability, such that the least parsable
affixes are closest to the root and the most parsable are furthest from the root. However, some leakage is expected at the level of individual words.
3.3 English evidence for complexity-based ordering
As noted in Sect. 2, Hay and Plag (2004) investigate a set of fifteen English suffixes
for which 36 of the 225 possible two-suffix combinations were attested. They show
that these combinations exhibit strict acyclicity. They also show that the resulting
order hierarchy correlates with statistical-distributional measures of parsability, suggesting that processing plays a role in constraining suffix combinations in English.
Plag and Baayen (2009) expanded on this with a study of 31 English suffixes for
which 161 of the 961 possible two-affix combinations were attested. They found ten
cycles in the set of affix combinations and they show using Monte Carlo simulation
that the likelihood of only ten violations of acyclicity occurring due to random chance
is vanishingly small (p < 1/10,000).9 The data are thus acyclic to a highly significant
degree. They also find a weaker-than-expected correlation between the affix-ordering
hierarchy that is derived from the set of affix combinations and measures of parsability, with a significant effect only for category-conditioned productivity. (This measure
is discussed in Sect. 7.) In their study, an affix’s Complexity Order Rank (= its position in the ordering hierarchy) was not a good predictor of constituent-driven processing at the micro scale of the individual word. An affix’s rank emerged as a significant
factor only at the macro scale of aggregate affix behavior. This leaves some question
about the level at which complexity-based ordering operates, in particular, whether
it is a direct effect of on-line processing, or a more indirect one. Still, their data are
strong enough to conclude that complexity-based ordering is supported. Similarly,
Zirkel (2010) tests the strictness of ordering for a set of fifteen English prefixes. She
finds that even with eight violations of acyclicity, restrictions on affix combinability
are unlikely due to chance (p < 1/8035) and that the prefix hierarchy correlates with
category-conditioned productivity.
9 They eventually remove seven of these violations because they were only attested in the Oxford English

Dictionary and are archaic or otherwise odd, e.g., militaryment and evangelistary (cf. complementary,
voluntaryist, respectively). Without these mirror-image pairs, their set is strictly acyclic.
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The prediction concerning direction of ‘leakage’ also seems to bear out in English. While there are cycles created by -ation and -al in English (e.g., sens-ation-al
and coloni-al-iz-ation), the suffix -ize (which serves as the ‘intermediary’) tends to
attach to bases in which -al has a lower than average level of parsability (Hay and
Plag 2004).10 Plag and Baayen (2009:115) found a similar pattern in English words
instantiating -ness + -less, which is a mirror-image pair to the much more common
combination -less + -ness. Such examples provide some of the strongest support for
the claim that affix-ordering restrictions stem (in part) from factors related to the
cognitive processing of complex words.

4 Cross-linguistic predictions of complexity-based ordering
To the extent that the basic principles and mechanisms for the cognitive processing of
language are inborn and universal, the complexity-based ordering hypothesis should
make predictions for other languages.
The most obvious interpretation is that derivational affix ordering should be
equally restricted in all languages because cognitive processing of word structure exerts the same influence on every language system. The few studies that have looked
at the complexity-based ordering hypothesis from a cross-linguistic perspective have
straightforwardly adopted this interpretation, and where they have found less strict ordering than in English, they have questioned the validity of the model: for Bulgarian,
Manova (2010); for Italian, Talamo (2015).
However, we find this conclusion hasty because it is not clear to us that this is
the only (or the correct) interpretation. To understand the predictions that derive from
complexity-based ordering, we must take a more careful look at the processing model
that underlies it. The following questions are important: In languages with richer morphological systems, are words more likely to be decomposed into their morphological
constituents during lexical access, as compared with words in languages with less rich
morphology? If so, would we expect such differences to restrict affix combinability
to different degrees in different languages?
Taking the second question first, let us consider another hypothetical language
with two derivational suffixes A and B, except this time, both A and B heavily bias
towards parsing. When they occur together the most expected route of access for
both root-A–B and root-B–A should thus be by decomposition into root+A+B and
root+B+A. The point here is that if both suffixes bias towards parsing (or more accurately, are similarly biased), ordering them relative to each other may not facilitate
lexical access to the same extent that ordering facilitates access for affixes that are
differently biased. Thus, the processing model and rationale on which complexitybased ordering rests suggests that we might expect both orders to be equally possible
if both affixes are highly parsable or highly non-parsable.
This interpretation is indirectly supported by response latencies for monosuffixed English words in lexical decision and word naming tasks. Plag and Baayen
10 Because their main data set looked only at two-affix combinations, cycles of this sort were not system-

atically identified.
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(2009:137) found that suffixes for which neither the parsing route nor the wholeword route is predicted to dominate are slowest to process, while affixes at the ends
of the scale (heavily parsing-biased or heavily storage-biased) are faster. This suggests that the middle range, where neither the parsing route nor the whole-word route
is very fast, is where there is the most “room for improvement.” And correspondingly,
it implies that a language in which affixes tend to cluster at one end of the scale or
the other will result in less benefit from fixed affix ordering, since a wider range of
affix combinations should produce optimal processing speeds.
We thus interpret the cross-linguistic predictions of complexity-based ordering
differently than previous studies have. If we take seriously the idea that the underlying
motivation for rigid affix ordering of the kind found in English is to facilitate lexical
access, this leads to the conclusion that variable (cyclic) derivational affix ordering
does not in and of itself constitute a problem. However, this is not to say that the idea
if unfalsifiable. Whether variable derivational affix ordering in languages other than
English constitutes counterevidence to complexity-based ordering crucially hinges
on a comparison of affix parsability. For instance, languages with high rates of parsing are expected to exhibit less rigid derivational affix ordering. Manova (2010) and
Talamo (2015) do not offer such a comparison for Bulgarian and Italian, respectively,
so in the end we are unable to fully assess their conclusions.
This returns us to the question of whether languages differ in the extent to which
words are decomposed into their morphological constituents during lexical access.
There are relatively few studies that directly compare morphological processing in
two or more languages, so most of the information available comes in the form of
comparison across studies of individual languages. Feldman and Raveh (2003) rightly
emphasize the need for cautious interpretation when comparing studies that differ
methodologically, given that sensitivity to task type may create the appearance of
differences where they do not truly exist, and they conclude that while cross-linguistic
differences in morphological processing cannot be ruled out, they find no evidence
for such differences in their study of English, Serbian, and Hebrew. At the same time,
most studies have pointed towards the conclusion that cross-linguistic differences in
morphological structure do in fact lead to differences in morphological processing.
For instance, Frost et al. (2000) show that in Hebrew, prime-target pairs that contain
the same three-consonant root facilitate access of the target, even in the absence of
semantic relatedness. This contrasts with results for English (e.g., Marslen-Wilson
et al. 1994), where facilitation has been shown not to occur for semantically opaque
prime-target pairs. Importantly, Hebrew words are highly structured according to a
system of morphological templates. Frost et al. thus interpret the data as suggesting
that the grater robustness of morphological structure in Hebrew results in a more
central role for morphological structure in lexical access.
Plaut and Gonnerman (2000) further support this conclusion with computational
simulations of priming effects in word recognition. Manipulating both semantic and
morphological (formal) transparency between a derived word and its base, they
trained a distributed connectionist model on two conditions: an artificial language
that was morphologically rich (analogous to Hebrew) and one that was morphologically poor (analogous to English). They then tested both using the same items. They
found that in the morphologically rich language, morphologically related but seman-
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tically opaque derived words were primed by their bases, whereas in the morphologically poor language, no priming was found under this condition, although priming
was found in more transparent items. They conclude that the morphologically rich
language exhibited priming in the absence of semantic similarity “. . . because the
organization of the internal representations in the network are dominated by the pervasive morphological structure of the language to such an extent that even opaque
items participate in it. By contrast, in the impoverished language, the same items are
free to behave idiosyncratically and, thus, exert little influence on each other” (479).
While their distributed processing model explicitly denies a distinction between decomposition and whole-word storage (more precisely, it does not have direct correlates to these concepts in the first place), the paper is a controlled demonstration
of how cross-linguistic differences in morphological structure may operate to shape
lexical processing.
Results consistent with robust decomposition have also been found in other morphologically rich languages. Bertram et al. (1999, 2000b) compare Finnish to Dutch.
They find that while there are language-internal differences in the extent to which
lexical access involves decomposition, there is evidence of greater decomposition
overall in Finnish.11 This fits with the relatively greater morphological richness of
Finnish, where the bulk of words in running text are polymorphemic. See also Hankamer (1989) for the logical improbability of Turkish exhibiting whole-word access
to any significant degree, given millions of possible combinations of affixes.
In summary, while the literature on cross-linguistic morphological processing is
not entirely consistent, the majority of evidence from both experimental studies of
natural languages and computational simulation points to the conclusion that morphological processing is strongly sensitive to the nature of the input. Frost and Grainger
(2000:322) go so far as to state that the fundamental goal of a general theory of
morphological processing is to “. . . be able to predict systematic variations in morphological analyses [during processing] given systematic variations in morphological
structures.” Research also hints that in languages with richer morphological systems,
morphological constituents play a more central role during lexical access. Given that
complexity-based affix ordering is supposed to facilitate lexical access by ordering
affixes that are more likely to be parsed outside of ones that are less so, we argue that
the correct interpretation/prediction of the hypothesis is that the strictness of affix ordering in any particular language should depend on the extent to which the language
exhibits robust morphological structure. In morphologically rich languages, a more
central role for morphological structure in lexical access is predicted to result in less
strict affix ordering.

11 Running opposite to this pattern, Vannest et al. (2002) find derived word frequency effects in Finnish

and base word frequency effects in English, based on a primed visual lexical decision task. This counterintuitively suggests more parsing in English than in Finnish. However, they looked only at a few suffixes in
each language, and as they note, the English suffixes that they chose tend to appear word-finally, whereas
the Finnish suffixes tend to be followed by other derivational and inflectional suffixes (104). We thus cannot exclude the possibility that the two sets are not comparable (i.e., they may have picked among the most
parsable affixes in English and the least parsable ones in Finnish).
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Table 1 The set of Russian derivational suffixes being investigated
Suffix

Base
category

Derived
category

Example

Gloss

-acij
-ak
-anin
-ant
-ar’
-čik
-ičn
-ik
-im
-išč
-ist
-izm
-liv
-ničaj
-ost’
-ov
-sk
-stv
-tel’

N/V
N/Adj/V
N/Adj
N/Adj
N/Adj/V
N/Adj/V
N/V
N/Adj/V
V /N
N/Adj/V
N
N/Adj
N/V
N/Adj
N/Adj/V
N/Adj/V
N
N/Adj/V
V

N
N
N
N
N
N
Adj
N
Adj
N
N
N
Adj
V
N
Adj
Adj
N
N

informirovat’ > informacija
more > morjak
gorod > gorožanin
muzyka > muzykant
paxat’ > paxar’
bufet > bufetčik
energija > energičnyj
staryj > starik
ljubit’ > ljubimyj
žyt’ > žilišče
futbol > futbolist
simvol > simvolizm
talant > talantlivyj
brodjaga > brodjažničat’
smelyj > smelost’
dom > domovoj
selo > sel’skij
bogatyj > bogatstvo
učit’ > učitel’

‘to inform’ > ‘information’
‘sea’ > ‘seaman’
‘city’ > ‘urbanite’
‘music’ > ‘musician’
‘to plough’ > ‘ploughman’
‘bar’ > ‘barman’
‘energy’ > ‘energetic’
‘old’ > ‘old man’
‘to love’ > ‘favorite’
‘to live’ > ‘dwelling’
‘football’ > ‘footballer’
‘symbol’ > ‘symbolism’
‘talent’ > ‘talented’
‘vagrant’ > ‘to be a vagrant’
‘bold’ > ‘boldness’
‘house (n.)’ > ‘house (adj.)’
‘village’ > ‘rural’
‘wealthy’ > ‘wealth’
‘to teach’ > ‘teacher’

5 The set of Russian derivational suffixes
In the remainder of this paper we investigate the properties of the set of nineteen
Russian derivational suffixes shown in Table 1.
Our goals are both empirical and theoretical. We contribute new data about Russian derivational suffix combinability and parsability, and use the data to explore
whether observed differences between English and Russian are consistent with the
interpretation of complexity-based ordering that we outlined in the previous section.
To do so, we created two data sets. The first was designed to explore pairwise
combinations of the suffixes. The second was designed to explore the parsability
of the individual suffixes. Both consisted of words drawn from a 24-million-token,
lemmatized, non-disambiguated corpus of Russian, in Russian Cyrillic orthography.
The corpus included a variety of texts, including fiction, newspaper articles and transcribed speech.12
For the first data set, which is the basis for the results reported in Sect. 6 below, we
conducted string searches for sequences of letters corresponding to all possible pairwise combinations of the nineteen suffixes, taking into consideration phonological,
morphophonological, and orthographic alternations that can occur in the base and/or
12 We originally thought that the corpus was a subset of the Russian National Corpus (RNC) that

had been automatically lemmatized by Serge Sharoff and downloaded from a mirror site at Leeds
(http://corpus.leeds.ac.uk/ruscorpora.html). It is described this way in Daland (2009:135), which used the
same corpus. However, as we dug into the data we discovered that not all of the text in our data set occurs
in the Russian National Corpus. We therefore believe that the data set comes partly from the RNC and
partly from one or more other Russian corpora hosted at Leeds. In light of this complication, we have been
extra careful to verify the validity of all data that we include in this paper.
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suffix.13 A morphologically-trained native speaker of Russian then cleaned the output
by hand. To the best of our knowledge, there are no available corpora of Russian that
are pre-analyzed for derivational morphological structure, making this hand-cleaning
process tedious but necessary. See Appendix A for discussion of the analytic procedure that we employed. In addition to meeting the affix validation criteria, the target
suffixes had to occur adjacently and as the outermost derivational elements in constituent structure.14 For each possible two-suffix combination, the output of the string
search was analyzed until at least one example was verified as valid or all examples
were invalidated.15
The second data set is the basis for the results reported in Sect. 7 below. As with the
affix-combination data set, we conducted string searches for sequences of letters corresponding to each of the nineteen derivational suffixes, but this time we searched for
the affixes singly. The output was again cleaned by hand using the criteria described
in Appendix A, and again, the target suffix had to be the outermost derivational element in constituent structure.16
To validate the analytic procedure used for both data sets, we conducted
an intercoder reliability study using the second (one-affix) search results. Two
morphologically-trained native speakers of Russian were trained on the procedure.
They then independently coded the same randomly selected 5 % subset of the string
search results. Differences in their analyses were worked out by discussion and the
procedural document was clarified as needed. They were then assigned a new 2.5 %
of the data set to code. In this second test set, intercoder agreement for whether a
target word contained a valid instance of the target suffix was 89.5 %. Subsequent
clarification of the analytic criteria brought the agreement rate up to 90.3 %. We thus
considered the procedure to be validated. One of the two analysts then analyzed the
remaining 92.5 % of the one-affix data set.
13 To take a simple example, the strings ak and jak (ak and k in Russian Cyrillic orthography, respec-

tively) represent an orthographic alternation. These two strings were treated as (potentially) instances of
the same suffix.
14 A reviewer suggested using only words in which the target suffixes attach to an underived stem, in

order to make the Russian data more comparable to previous studies. While we agree with the goal, we
deemed this to be impractical in Russian, partly because a large percentage of words are multiply derived.
Additionally, building the data set in the suggested way would require not only that the target suffixes be
analyzed, but also all other possible affixes in the word. Since we were not working from a corpus in which
derivational structure was pre-analyzed, taking this extra step would be prohibitively time-consuming,
especially since inner suffixes tend to present analytic challenges. We follow Plag (2002:305f), whose
study of English suffix ordering is based on words in which the target suffixes are outermost in constituent
structure.
15 Reviewers suggested that we provide exact counts of the number of words exhibiting each affix com-

bination. While we agree that those counts would be valuable, we think that even one valid example is
informative about how affixes can combine in Russian. Moreover, some of the Russian suffix combinations have thousands of unique instances. We therefore leave the task for future research. We note that our
practice here follows that of Hay and Plag (2004), and Plag and Baayen (2009) (the latter for part of their
data).
16 One consequence of this requirement was that it excluded a majority of compounds. In compounds it was

most commonly the case either that the first compound element was outermost, or that the word formation
structure was flat (e.g., dvuxfuntovyj ‘two-pound (adj.)’, which is best analyzed as a ternary branching
structure [[dvux][funt ][ov]yj]).
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For the one-affix data set we also specified a base form for each suffixed word.
The bases were automatically generated and then manually corrected as needed by
the same two morphologically trained Russian native speakers, in consultation with
the authors. We then counted the frequency of both the derived word and its base form
in the same corpus.17 Since the corpus is lemmatized, the frequency counts reflect the
summed frequencies of all of the inflected forms of each word. The resulting one-affix
data set thus contained information not only about the derivational structure of words,
but also their base forms and the token frequency counts of both the target wordforms and their bases. In total, 15,555 unique lexemes, representing about 854,000
word tokens, were verified as valid examples of one of the nineteen target derivational
suffixes. Summary statistics for each suffix are given in Appendix C.

6 Affix ordering in Russian
Turning to the results, the first and most significant question to be asked in the context of complexity-based ordering is whether some representative set of affix combinations is acyclic. As a reminder, the set is acyclic iff, given affixes A, B and C,
their set of attested combinations contains A–B, B–C, and/or A–C, and not also
C–A, C–B, or B–A. A strictly acyclic set of affix combinations is not by itself evidence for complexity-based ordering, and a cyclic set is not by itself evidence against
complexity-based ordering. However, as we have argued above, the degree of cyclicity in any given data set is a significant fact in combination with information about
the parsability of those affixes.
6.1 Two-affix combinations
Fifty-one distinct suffix combinations were returned by the corpus search and verified
to be valid according to the criteria in Appendix A. Some of these occurred in thousands of unique words; others were found in only one or two words. Some examples
are given in (6).
(6)

Subset of attested suffix combinations
a. Frequently attested combinations
-ist + -sk
centr-ist-sk-ij ‘centrist (adj.)’
centr ‘center’
-ičn + -ost’ period-ičn-ost’ ‘periodicity’
period ‘period’
-tel’ + -stv iz-da-tel’-stv-o ‘publishing house’
izdat’ ‘to publish’
-ik + -ov
rod-n-ik-ov-yj ‘spring, source (adj.)’ rod
‘birth, origin’
b. Rarely attested combinations
-tel’ + -ist dviga-tel-ist
‘machinist’
dvigat’ ‘to move’
-liv + -čik sčast-liv-čik
‘lucky man’
sčast’e ‘luck’
-ov + -ničaj dom-ov-niča-t’ ‘to house-sit’
dom
‘house’
-ov + -liv
šal-ov-liv-yj
‘mischievous, flirtatious’ šal’
‘folly’ (obs.)

17 In our corpus the lemmatized version of all verbs is the imperfective infinitive. Many of our suffixed

words are based on the perfective verb so we imperfectivized all verbal bases by hand before counting the
frequency of the base form.
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The full list of attested affix combinations, with example words, is given in Appendix B.
There are 342 possible combinations of any two affixes in a set of 19 affixes,
assuming that ordering matters (i.e. combination A–B is counted as distinct from
B–A), and that same-affix combinations are precluded on principle.18 The 51 attested
combinations in our data set thus represent about 15 % of all hypothetically possible
combinations. Some of the unattested combinations are presumably accidental gaps
in the data. A larger data set, or loosening the restriction that the affixes must be
immediately adjacent and outermost, would probably turn up a wider variety of twoaffix combinations. But of course, there are also restrictions on affix combinability in
the form of selectional restrictions. Thus, no matter how large the sample size, not all
342 combinations would ever be attested.
For example, the abstract noun-forming suffix -ost’ takes an adjectival base, and
since only five suffixes in the set are adjective-forming, thirteen of eighteen combinations in which -ost’ could hypothetically be the second suffix are precluded. But
notably, the remaining five combinations were all attested in the data set. Example
words are given in (7).
(7)

Examples with -ost’ as the second suffix in a two-suffix combo
-ičn + -ost’ period-ičn-ost’ ‘periodicity’
period ‘period’
-im + -ost’ ne-obxod-im-ost’ ‘necessity’
obxod ‘evasion, detour’
-liv + -ost’ s-praved-liv-ost’ ‘justice’
pravda ‘truth’
-ov + -ost’ bes-tolk-ov-ost’ ‘slow-wittedness’ tolk
‘sense, understanding’
-sk + -ost’ rus-sk-ost’
‘Russianness’
Rus’ ‘Rus’ (hist. geogr.)

Within the scope of bases with which -ost’ could attach, it combines with all possible
suffixes, and in this sense exhibits a high degree of productivity. Thus, not surprisingly, categorial restrictions that affixes impose on their bases provide explanation for
some of the affix combinations that were not attested in the data set.
It is hard to know how many of the unattested combinations are ruled out by selectional restrictions, and how many remain unexplained. Many affix combinations
that are expected to occur based on categorial selection were not found, but a few
combinations that were expected not to occur were nonetheless found in our data set
(e.g., dviga-tel-ist ‘machinist’, in which two agentive nominal suffixes occur adjacently). Moreover, other kinds of selectional restrictions beyond affix-driven lexical
category selection presumably play a role, but the selectional properties of individual
Russian affixes are not well documented. Still, if Russian exhibits complexity-based
ordering in ways comparable to English, we should be able to observe this by looking
at the degree of cyclicity in the data set. There is no reason to expect that selectional
restrictions alone would produce the kind of acyclicity that is observed in English.

18 Derivational affixes can sometimes attach to themselves, e.g. Jewishish (= sort of Jewish), but situations

that would give rise to them are rare. We searched for same-affix combinations in our data set and did not
find any.
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6.2 Degree of cyclicity
We used the Rgraphviz package (Gentry et al. 2009) within the R statistical computing environment to explore our data set. The goal was to find the minimal number
of violations of acyclicity within the data. Rgraphviz implements the depth-first forward chaining search algorithm described in Gansner et al. (1993). This is the same
algorithm used by Plag and Baayen (2009) and Zirkel (2010) to identify the minimal
number of violations of acyclicity in their English affix-combination data sets.19
As we have already seen (Sect. 2), the set of Russian derivational suffixes exhibits
some degree of cyclicity. The most easily identified kind of cycle consists of mirrorimage combinations; there are four mirror-image pairs in our data. Example words
are given in (8).
(8)

a. -ik + -ov
-ov + -ik
b. -stv + -im
-im + -stv
c. -ost’ + -liv
-liv + -ost’
d. -stv + -ov
-ov + -stv

rod-n-ik-ov-yj
xvost-ov-ik
osušče-stv-im-yj
mzdo-im-stv-o
žal-ost-liv-yj
s-praved-liv-ost’
čuv-stv-ov-yj
vor-ov-stv-o

‘spring, source (adj.)’
‘shank’
‘feasible’
‘bribery’
‘compassionate’
‘justice’
‘sensory’
‘thievery’

More complex cycles can also occur but are not always easily identified. Since the
algorithm is sensitive to the order in which the affixes are listed in the input data and
is not guaranteed to converge on the minimal number of violations of acyclicity for
all starting orders, the order of the affixes (but not which combinations were attested)
was randomly reordered 10,000 times and the same search algorithm was applied to
each order. The smallest number of violations produced as a result of any of those
starting orders is taken as the number of violations of acyclicity in the data set.
The results show that the number of violations of acyclicity in the data set is five.
Figure 1 is a directed graph representing the attested affix combinations. A directed
edge (arrow) connecting affix A to affix B indicates that the combination A–B (in
that order) was found in the data set. The edges corresponding to the five violations
of acyclicity are highlighted in black. (The four mirror-image pairs from (8) are represented as double-headed arrows.)
There were 9736 distinct hierarchical orderings of the suffix set that produced
five violations of acyclicity. One such order is represented in the adjacency matrix
shown in Fig. 2. The affixes listed on the left represent the first/inner suffix in a twoaffix combination, and the ones along the top represent the second/outer suffix. A “1”
indicates that there was at least one word in our data set instantiating the relevant affix
combination; a “0” indicates that there was not. If some set of affix combinations is
acyclic, the individual affixes can be ordered along a hierarchy such that an affix may
follow affixes that are to its left on the hierarchy (as listed along the top of Fig. 2), but
19 We are grateful to Harald Baayen for making available the R script, which we tailored to the Russian

data. The script also implements a backwards reordering that was apparently not reported in Plag and
Baayen (2009). For our data, this algorithm did not produce different results than the forward search.
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Fig. 1 A directed graph of
Russian suffix combinations

Fig. 2 An ordered adjacency
matrix of Russian suffix
combinations

not those that are to the right. In an adjacency matrix of a directed graph, an absolute
hierarchy of this sort will result in all of the “1”s being above the diagonal line.
The affixes in Fig. 2 have been ordered along the axes such that the fewest number
of combinations exist below the diagonal line; examples below the diagonal induce
cycles. Further analysis shows that the affixes fall into five groups which are crucially
ordered relative to each other, but within which there is no evidence for ordering.20
These are shown in (9).
20 Visualized in this format, some generalizations are noticeable. The group 1 suffixes all form person

nouns. Groups 2 through 4 contain all of the adjective-forming suffixes (and also -ist and -ik, which create
person nouns). Group 5 contains all of the suffixes that create abstract nouns: -stv, -izm, -išč, -ost’, and
-acij, in addition to the nominal person suffix -čik and the verbal suffix -niča(j). This suggests to us that a
more careful investigation of selectional restrictions and semantic compatibility is needed. This is beyond
the scope of the present paper.
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1
-anin
-ak
-ant
-tel’
-ar’

2
-ist
-ov

3
-im
-ičn

4
-ik
-sk
-liv

5
-čik
-stv
-izm
-išč
-ničaj
-ost’
-acij

The question is whether this degree of acyclicity is significant. In a data set containing fifty-one attested combinations out of 342 possible combinations, what is the
chance of finding five violations of acyclicity if the affixes are combined pairwise by
pure random chance? To answer this question, we used Monte Carlo simulation. We
created 1000 simulated data sets containing nineteen affixes in fifty-one combinations that were assigned at random. (We stipulated, however, that no affix could combine with itself.) Each data set was then ordered using the algorithm described above.
These 1000 sets produced a mean of 7.88 violations and a minimum of 3; 85 sets produced five or fewer violations. Thus, we can conclude that for the real Russian data,
the probability of the null hypothesis—that affix combinability is purely random, and
there is no true, inherent hierarchical ordering of the suffixes—is p = 0.085. Thus,
while the data set trends in the direction of acyclicity, it turns out not to be acyclic to
a statistically significant degree.21
As discussed in Appendix B, eight of the fifty-one affix combinations lack a fully
clear-cut example. While we believe that even marginal examples are informative
about how affixes can combine, we recognize that Russian speakers may consider
some or all of these eight examples to be borderline or invalid. We thus ran an alternative analysis that excluded the eight contestable affix combinations. The analysis
based on the remaining 43 affix combinations produced a minimum of 3 violations
of acyclicity, including 2 mirror-image pairs. 1000 simulated data sets produced a
mean of 5.57 violations and a minimum of 0; 95 sets produced three or fewer violations. Thus, when marginal affix combinations are excluded, the probability of
random combinability is p = 0.095. The more restrictive data set thus results in the
same generalization as the full data set: Russian affix combinations are not acyclic to
a statistically significant degree. The core generalization is not dependent on whether
borderline examples are included or excluded.
In contrast to the Russian pattern, Plag and Baayen (2009) in their study of English
report that simulated data sets consisting of 31 affixes in 161 attested combinations
(of 930 possible) produced a mean of 70.73 cycles and a minimum of 47.22 This
21 Since we cannot establish a suffix order hierarchy in Russian, it is not valid to try to correlate suffix order

to category-conditioned productivity in Russian, as Hay and Plag (2004) and Plag and Baayen (2009) do
for English. We thus do not consider this aspect of a complexity-based account. However, a productivity
value is given for each Russian suffix in Appendix C.
22 They created 10,000 simulated data sets whereas we created 1000, and they apparently allowed same-

affix combinations. The former issue had no effect on the comparison; 1000 simulated data sets were
sufficient to establish a precise p-value for the Russian data. To check that the latter issue was not consequential, we created and ordered 1000 simulated English data sets with the same characteristics as Plag
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means that in English, the probability of only ten violations of acyclicity occurring
purely by chance is p < 0.0001. Their set of English suffixes thus exhibits acyclicity
to a strong degree.
Moreover, this difference between Russian and English is not purely a function
of the larger number of affixes (and thus more attested affix combinations) in Plag
and Baayen’s data. Even when we take the smaller data set reported in Hay and Plag
(2004), in which fifteen English suffixes were investigated, we can reject the null
hypothesis that the affixes are randomly combined (p < 0.001). And while both Hay
and Plag (2004) and Plag and Baayen (2009) considered a wider range of sources
than we did, including examples from the Internet, in all three cases the percentage
of possible affix combinations that are actually attested is similar (15 % for Russian
and 17 % for English in both studies). The difference between Russian and English
thus cannot obviously be reduced to an effect of method, sample size or the ‘density’
of attested forms.
Finally in this section, we return to the observation that complexity-based ordering
is expected to leak. We looked further at -ik + -ov, which is the only combination that
is ‘below the diagonal’ (as visualized in Fig. 2) in all minimally-cyclic rankings of
affixes, and for which there is also a substantial number of types. There were 99
word types in our data set representing -ik + -ov (e.g. dnevnikovyj ‘journal, diary
(adj.)’). We searched for the corresponding words ending in -ik (dnevnik ‘journal,
diary (n.)’), of which 82 were found in the corpus. Of these, 51.2 % (N = 42) are less
frequent in the corpus than their respective bases (dnevnyj ‘daily’). By comparison,
59.9 % of all 1999 words containing -ik are less frequent than their base forms (based
on the ‘one-affix’ data set described above). This difference is not significant (χ 2 =
2.133, p = 0.144). There is thus no evidence that in words exhibiting -ik + -ov, base
forms ending in -ik (e.g., dnevnik) are less parsable than average, and that this is the
reason that they are available for further derivation. This contrasts with English and
is consistent with the conclusion that in Russian, no true hierarchy emerges from the
affix combinations.
6.3 Interim summary
In summary, the set of Russian derivational suffix combinations is cyclic. In this respect, Russian more closely resembles Dutch (Baayen and Plag 2008), Italian (Talamo 2015) and Bulgarian (Manova 2010) than English. From this, we can conclude that complexity-based ordering does not apply to Russian in the same way
that it applies to English. But there is an important difference between showing that
complexity-based ordering is not an observable factor in Russian and showing that
complexity-based ordering is invalid as a hypothesis. Keeping in mind the possibility
that morphological processing might work differently in different languages, we must
know something about affix parsability. If Russian words exhibit a greater degree of
parsability overall, then we must at least leave open the possibility that the more the
and Baayen’s data, but disallowing same-affix combinations. This produced no notable difference from the
results that they report.
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words of a language bias towards decomposition during lexical access, the less ordering of affixes according to their parsability facilitates lexical access, and thus, the
less functionality there is for such ordering in the first place.

7 The balance of storage and decomposition in Russian and English
We estimate the relative parsability of Russian and English suffixes based on the
corpus-based distributional properties of suffixed words.
7.1 Data sets
To ensure the validity of the comparison, it is important that the Russian and English
corpora, and also the analytic procedures employed, be as similar as possible. While
comparability can never be fully guaranteed when the corpora reflect different languages, we tried to choose corpora that would offer an apples-to-apples comparison
to the greatest extent possible, focusing on the kinds of texts that comprise each. At
the same time, the presentation of results reflects the fact that it was still necessary
to consider ways in which the corpora themselves (as opposed to the languages they
reflect) may have influenced the observed distributional patterns.
7.1.1 Russian
The Russian results reported below are based on the second data set described in
Sect. 5. To review, it consisted of 15,555 unique lexemes (about 854,000 word tokens)
containing one of the nineteen target suffixes. These were extracted from the full 24.4million-word balanced corpus consisting predominantly of written text (newspapers,
books), but with some transcribed speech. The words were verified by hand. This
data set was designed to investigate the distributional properties and parsability of
individual affixes, separately from the question of affix ordering. Summary statistics
are given in Appendix C.
7.1.2 English
An English comparison set was derived from CELEX (Baayen et al. 1995). Frequency counts in CELEX are taken from the 1991 version of the COBUILD corpus
(Renouf 1987), a 17.9-million-word balanced corpus of general (mostly British) English, consisting of about 93 % written text (newspapers, magazines, books) and 7 %
speech. Homonymous words are manually disambiguated in CELEX based on a sampling procedure, with counts estimated accordingly (CELEX English linguistic guide
1995). As with the Russian data, all frequency counts reported here are based on
lemmatized words.
We extracted all words containing one of fifty-six English derivational suffixes
from the CD-ROM version of CELEX. (The list of suffixes was taken from Hay
and Baayen 2002.) CELEX contains derivational morphological analysis of words,
including constituency, allowing us to search for examples based on the same criteria employed for Russian: the suffix had to be in outermost position in derivational
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constituent structure. As with Russian, we accepted words with multiple possible
constituent analyses if the target suffix was outermost in one of the analyses. Words
were checked by hand by one of the authors to verify that they met the other analytic criteria, outlined in Appendix A. This resulted in a data set consisting of 10,467
unique lexemes, representing about 1.05 million word tokens. A list of the affixes and
summary statistics for each are given in Appendix D.
As with Russian, we drew from the corpus token frequency counts of target derived words, and also frequency counts of their base forms. However, we made one
adjustment to bases, to make the method of analysis comparable to that used for Russian. In CELEX, bases for derivational suffixation are specified as part of the constituent structure, but the listed base form is always a full word, potentially including
further derivational suffixes (e.g., the base of communicable is listed as communicate). However, in the analysis of the Russian words, we treated the base as the word
minus the target suffix, allowing for alternations and possible inflectional endings,
but not allowing further derivation. Many bases were thus analyzed as bound stems.
To make the two data sets more comparable, we reanalyzed the bases of the English
words by hand to match the procedure used for Russian (e.g., the base of communicable was reanalyzed as communic-).
7.2 Three hypothesized distributional correlates to lexical processing
In the analysis of results, the first thing to note is that comparison across the two
languages is complicated by the different sizes of the corpora, and the differently
sized sets of affixes under investigation. The Russian corpus has more total tokens—
24.4 million, compared to 17.9 million for English. At the same time, the set of English suffixes being investigated is more than twice as large—56, compared to 19 for
Russian. Comparisons based on the raw number of suffixed word types (Russian has
more) or the raw number of suffixed word tokens (English has more) are thus difficult
to assess. Neither is it straightforward to compare based on a normalized corpus size
(e.g., by converting to a per-million-word basis) or summary statistics such as types
per suffix or mean number of tokens. As Baayen (2001) shows, such measures are
not linearly related to corpus size. As corpus size increases, the rate of increase of
both type frequency and (mean) token frequency decreases. Normalization thus does
not fully remove the effects of corpus size from the comparison. Nonetheless, if we
keep the effects of corpus size and affix set size in mind, it still can be informative to
compare the distributional properties of suffixed words in Russian and English.
We explore the distributions using three measures: the growth rate of the vocabulary (a types-to-corpus-size ratio), category-conditioned productivity (a ratio of suffixed words that are hapaxes to total token frequency of suffixed words) and the
relative frequency of affixed words to their bases. Each offers an estimate of the
relative robustness with which derivational suffixes are utilized in English and Russian. Following the logic discussed in Sect. 4 in connection with Hebrew, for which
greater pervasiveness of morphological structure has been argued to result in more
constituent-driven processing, we posit that differences in the robustness of suffixation can reasonably be interpreted in terms of differences in lexical processing. Also,
as noted in Sect. 3, the latter two measures have previously been argued to be correlated to, and thus indirectly indicative of, rate of parsing during lexical processing.
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Fig. 3 Growth rate of unique
affixed types (V ) by corpus
size (N )

We used the ggplot2 package (Wickham 2009) within the R statistical computing
environment to visualize the data. First, Fig. 3 shows the growth rate of the vocabulary (Baayen 2001). We asked: Given a certain corpus size, how many word types
instantiating one of the target suffixes are found? Taking the Russian and English
corpora, we randomly sampled tokens without replacement, repeating the procedure
for increasing sample sizes, until we had sampled the entirety of each corpus (thus,
samples were 2 %, 4 %, 6 %, . . . , 100 % of total corpus size). Within each sample we
then counted the number of unique word types containing one of the target suffixes.
Figure 3 displays the number of target-suffix word types by corpus (sample) size.23
For each language, the y-value represents the collective type frequency of all target
suffixes.
The graph shows that at small corpus sizes, more word types containing one of
the target suffixes are encountered in English. The growth curves are also similar
for English and Russian at small corpus sizes. However, as corpus size increases,
the slopes of the distributions diverge, with the Russian suffixes exhibiting a faster
growth rate. This means that Russian has far more low frequency suffixed types—
ones that are encountered only when corpus size is sufficiently large. It also means
that despite being drawn from a larger corpus overall, the Russian data set is further
from the hypothetical point of exhaustibility, i.e., the point at which all new word
types instantiating the set of target suffixes have been observed. Vocabulary growth
rate thus indicates that the set of Russian derivational suffixes is used much more
robustly than the English set.
Note that the sampling method employed here implicitly assumes the growth rate
of the vocabulary to be independent of corpus size. As noted already, this is a false
assumption. However, since the number of types grows more slowly with increasing corpus size and the Russian corpus is larger, we are in fact underestimating the
23 The sampling procedure was repeated 50 times to ensure validity; 95 % confidence intervals were too

small to be visible in the graph.
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growth curve of Russian in Fig. 3, relative to English.24 Moreover, the fact that the
Russian curve represents the collective type frequency of a set of 19 suffixes, whereas
the English curve represents the collective type frequency of a set of 56 suffixes, further indicates that Fig. 3 underestimates the magnitude of the difference. We can thus
safely conclude that the number of suffixed word types grows faster in the Russian
corpus than in the English one, and that as compared with English suffixes, the Russian derivational suffixes are more robust and pervasive components of the lexicon.
The next measure is category-conditioned productivity. The category-conditioned
productivity P of some morphological pattern is the number of hapaxes V 1 (i.e.,
words that occur only once in a corpus) with that pattern divided by the total number
of word tokens exhibiting the pattern (Baayen 1993, 2001). Stated differently, given
an observed token that instantiates some morphological pattern, category-conditioned
productivity is the probability that that token represents a new type. The measure is
based on the observation that productive morphological patterns are used to coin
new words, which are in turn of low frequency. Thus, a morphological pattern’s productivity can be estimated in terms of its frequency distribution—a morphological
pattern is productive to the extent that its distribution is skewed in favor of low frequency tokens. Category-conditioned productivity uses counts of hapaxes to estimate
the proportion of derived word tokens that are neologisms.
Category-conditioned productivity has been claimed to be related to parsability. Hay and Baayen (2002) show that for English, derivational affixes’ categoryconditioned productivity values are strongly correlated with their parsing ratios—
estimates of the proportion of words that will be parsed during lexical processing.
They argue that the relationship between parsing and productivity is causal: the more
words are parsed during lexical processing, the more robust and activated the lexical representation of the affix is, and consequently, the more it is available for use in
coining new words. Productivity is thus an emergent property that reflects the balance
between whole-word storage and decomposition in lexical processing. Remember
also that complexity-based ordering studies of English have found correlations between suffix/prefix ordering hierarchies and category-conditioned productivity (Hay
and Plag 2004; Plag and Baayen 2009; Zirkel 2010), and have interpreted the correlation as supporting the conclusion that more parsable affixes must occur outside of
less parsable ones.
Figure 4 compares category-conditioned productivity for the set of 19 Russian
suffixes and 56 English suffixes. While the distributions overlap, the Russian suffixes cluster in the higher productivity range and mean productivity is significantly
different between the two sets (t = 6.18, df = 48.28, p < 0.001, calculated over
the log-transformed P values).25 This is further evidence that Russian and English
24 The analysis also implicitly assumes that words (and the suffixes they instantiate) are uniformly dis-

tributed through the corpora. This is a simplification since word distributions are in fact bursty. However,
the Russian and English corpora are not coherent single texts, but rather, are composed of small sections
of lots of different texts. We thus expect effects of narrative structure (Baayen 2001) and other causes of
burstiness to be minimal, and since we are not interested in the time dimension, this assumption is not of
particular concern.
25 Four suffixes in the English set, -dom, -ence, -ious, and -ling, had a productivity value of 0, which was
changed to 0.00001 before multiplying by 1000 and taking the log. Data points are also jittered in Fig. 4,
to allow overlapping points to be distinguished.
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Fig. 4 Comparison of
category-conditioned
productivity

derivational suffixes, at least as represented in these corpora, differ in their average
parsability.
Our third and final comparison is based on the relative frequency of derived words
to their base forms. As noted already in Sect. 3.1, the relative frequency of a derived
word to its base form is a rough estimate of how likely the derived word is to be
parsed during lexical access. Hay (2003) showed that in English, words that are less
common than their bases exhibit morphological behavior associated with decomposition during lexical access. Niswander et al. (2000) and Plag and Baayen (2009) show
that the frequencies of derived words and base words are correlated to behavioral
metrics of processing, although in Plag and Baayen’s results, derived word frequency
was a stronger predictor than base word frequency was. The ratio of derived word
frequency to base word frequency is thus a relatively crude measure of parsability.
However, it turns out to be sufficient to capture differences in the distributional properties of words in the Russian and English data sets.
We calculated relative frequency according to whether a derived word was less
frequent than (or equally as frequent as) its base form. We calculated a relative frequency value for each derived word in the Russian and English data sets (shown in
Fig. 5), and mean values for individual suffixes (given in Appendices C and D). To
continue our example from Sect. 2, mean relative frequency for the suffix -ment is
the ratio of how many word types with -ment are like discernment (i.e. words that are
less frequent than or as frequent as their bases). If every word were like discernment
then the relative frequency would be 1. If all words were like government (words that
are more frequent than their bases), relative frequency would be 0.
Figure 5 shows that there is an inverse relationship between token frequency and
relative frequency in both languages. As derived word token frequency increases, the
proportion of types that are less frequent than their base forms decreases. However,
interestingly, the slope is steeper in English than in Russian, with the result that fewer
low frequency Russian suffixed words are less frequent than their bases, but more
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Fig. 5 Relative frequency
distribution in Russian and
English

high frequency ones are. In other words, relative frequency suggests that among high
frequency words, Russian words tend to be more decomposable than English ones.
Since low frequency tokens do not contribute much to the total number of tokens
in the data set, it is not surprising that in aggregate, Russian has a slightly higher relative frequency, which is to say, a higher proportion of Russian derived words are less
frequent than their bases (47.5 % of Russian tokens vs. 43.3 % of English tokens).26
This difference in aggregate mean relative frequency is significant (χ 2 = 3290.8,
p < 0.0001, calculated over token counts). This is consistent with the idea that morphologically complex Russian words are overall more likely to be decomposed during
lexical access than comparable English words are.
Russian and English derivational suffixes thus have different distributional properties. The number of affixed types exhibits a faster growth rate in Russian than in
English. Consistent with this, the set of Russian suffixes is also more productive than
the set of English suffixes, as measured by category-conditioned productivity. Finally,
an overall larger percentage of all suffixed Russian tokens are less frequent than their
bases. We interpret this as evidence that Russian words containing derivational suffixes are overall more likely to be parsed than comparable English words.27 A high
rate of decomposition during lexical access is also consistent with Kazanina et al.
(2008) and Kazanina (2011), who find evidence of robust parsing of Russian suffixes
and prefixes, respectively, although they do not explicitly compare Russian to other
languages.
26 We again think that we are underestimating the magnitude of the difference. Since the Russian corpus

is larger overall, and there is an inverse correlation between derived word token frequency and derivedword-to-base relative frequency ratio, the unequal sizes of the corpora likely had the effect of lowering the
Russian relative frequency values, as compared to what would result from a corpus of the same size as the
English one.
27 And this is before inflectional differences are even considered; Russian has more inflected forms per lex-

eme than English does, which means that on average, each individual Russian word-form has a lower token
frequency than each English word-form. We expect this to further promote decomposition in Russian.
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8 Discussion
We have shown based on the corpus-based distributions of derivational suffixes
that Russian has freer derivational suffix combinability than English does. Hay and
Plag (2004) and Plag and Baayen (2009) demonstrate that English suffix combinations constitute a statistically acyclic set. A hierarchical ordering of affixes therefore
emerges from the attested suffix combinations. By contrast, in the set of Russian
derivational suffix combinations, five violations of acyclicity were identified, including four examples of the same pair of suffixes in both A–B and B–A order. In this respect, Russian more closely resembles Bulgarian (Manova 2010) and Italian (Talamo
2015). However, while Manova and Talamo reject the complexity-based ordering hypothesis based on such examples of variable affix ordering, we find this conclusion to
be hasty. The issues are more complicated than simply importing the findings from
one language (English) as predictions for another language (Russian, Bulgarian, Italian, etc.).
We have argued that in order to understand the cross-linguistic predictions of
complexity-based ordering, it is important to consider the cognitive model underlying the idea. Since the rationale for complexity-based ordering is that it facilitates
lexical access, the key question is whether an acyclic ordering of affixes will facilitate lexical access to the same extent in all languages. Here, there is only indirect
evidence to draw on. However, given that morphological processing is highly sensitive to the structural, distributional and contextual properties of the input, and that
cross-linguistic differences in the robustness of morphological structure may result in
significant differences in how that structure is processed, it seems reasonable to hypothesize that constraints on morpheme combinability facilitate lexical access more
under some conditions—and in some languages—than others. If this is true, then
complexity-based ordering seems to predict cross-linguistic variation in the degree to
which derivational affix ordering is fixed.
Crucially, it predicts that more decomposition of words during lexical access will
correspond to variable derivational affix ordering. We showed that in Russian, the
statistical-distributional properties of affixes bear out this prediction. If we assume a
parallel dual-route model of lexical access, the three measures presented in Sect. 7
are consistent with the intuition that the balance between whole-word access and
decomposition is tipped more in the direction of decomposition in Russian, due to
the robustness with which the language employs morphological structure. This claim
needs to be subjected to behavioral testing; an unanswered question is whether the
observed differences in the corpus distribution of forms produce behavioral differences. Still, the data presented here represent a significant first step.
Thus, we conclude that the Russian data are consistent with the underlying principles of complexity-based ordering, if not its exact formulation (“an affix that can
be easily parsed out should not occur inside an affix which can not”—Hay 2003:17).
This raises the question of whether other known examples of variable derivational
affix ordering will show a similar pattern. Previous studies have not met this burden
of proof and we must leave this issue for future investigation.
At the same time, we might question what is the cause and what is the effect.
In particular, suffixes typically (although not always) arise diachronically from the
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morphologization of free word forms, and one proposed reason for the existence of
an emergent affix hierarchy of the sort observed in English is that ordering is a historical relic, with original word order preserved in the order of affixes (Bybee et al.
1991). One reviewer raised the chicken-and-egg problem. Is it that cognitive processing mechanisms cause ordering restrictions by making certain affix combinations
more costly to process, and (somehow) thereby lead those combinations to be disfavored? Or alternatively, is it that affixes become ordered in a certain way as a result
of processes of morphologization, and over time the inner ones (for some reason)
become less parsable?
The interpretation that posits processing mechanisms as the cause of ordering is
implicit in the formulation of complexity-based ordering and as we have argued here,
offers some motivation for why affix ordering is more strict in some languages than in
others. But it fails to take account of the fact that newly morphologized affixes attach
as exterior elements to existing (and possibly already-derived) bases. Complexitybased ordering is rooted in an observation that derivational affix combinability (in
English) is not free, but the null hypothesis that it should be ignores the realities of
how languages change over time. Moreover, while there is support for complexitybased ordering at the level of the affix, it is not clear that the hypothesis is strongly
supported at the more granular level of individual words (Plag and Baayen 2009).
This is surprising if processing is a direct determinant of affix ordering restrictions,
even if it is not the sole determining factor. At the same time, historical processes of
morphologization may be able to explain acyclic derivational affix ordering, but diachronic explanation does not in any obvious way explain cross-linguistic differences
in the strictness of ordering.
Ultimately, we see these explanations as being different in emphasis, but not inherently contradictory. After all, language change occurs in the minds of speakers. By
this we mean that the small-scale processes of reanalysis, extension, actualization,
and spread that collectively comprise the transition of a syntactically free word to being an affix are rooted in the use, mental representation, and processing of linguistic
structures. Thus, diachronic explanation focuses on how small, incremental changes
collectively shape synchronic grammars over time, but the incremental changes themselves are inescapably connected to what happens in speakers’ minds (Joseph 1992).
This is not to say that diachronic explanation is an illusion. Rather, the point here is
that the chicken-and-egg issue is a problem only to the extent that we must assume
that either affix ordering causes parsability to decrease over time, or that decreased
parsability causes fixed affix ordering. It is not clear to us that one cause-and-effect relationship must be given primacy, and we speculate that a more appropriate interpretation of the relationship between ease of cognitive processing and affix combinability
is in terms of a dynamic feedback loop that plays out incrementally across time, in
which parsability and freeness of affix ordering are mutually reinforcing. We argue
that to the extent that (relatively greater) parsability and (relatively greater) freedom
of affix combination in Russian both serve to reinforce the (relatively greater) independence of affixes in the Russian lexicon, and are in turn reinforced by it, there is
no reason to conclude that parsability is directly and unidirectionally the determinant
of affix ordering (or vice versa).
This returns us to the issues raised at the beginning of the paper, namely how
factors interact to determine derivational affix ordering. Here, we have space only
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to raise some questions for future investigation. The literature on inflectional affix
ordering highlights how semantic and formal factors interact to produce the variety
of patterns found cross-linguistically. The nature of this interaction is acknowledged
to be central to typological investigation of inflectional affix ordering. Yet despite
intense study of selectional restrictions in derivation, there is no comparable line of
inquiry with regard to derivational affix ordering. But this seems to be a promising
area for investigation. If morphological processing is one of the factors that is ‘in the
mix’ (as we hypothesize), what is its relationship to other factors, such as semantic
scope and formal selectional restrictions? Do different ‘seed factors’, combined with
feedback, lead languages to diverge over time? If so, how does this work in detail,
and is it the source of observed cross-linguistic variation in the degree to which affix
ordering is fixed?
Connected to this, work on inflectional affix ordering has largely operated in parallel to and separately from work on derivational affix ordering. This is not surprising,
given that inherent differences between inflection and derivation (or more precisely,
between templatic and layered morphology) lead to different expectations for affix
ordering—fixed for templatic and free for layered. Nonetheless, it is notable that in
recent years, inflection has been shown to sometimes be less fixed in its order than is
often assumed, and derivation has been shown to sometimes be more fixed. While trying to not oversell the similarities, this way in which the two literatures have inched
towards each other opens doors to asking: To what extent are inflectional and derivational affix ordering governed by shared principles? In the context of the present paper, we are particularly intrigued by Caballero’s (2010) speculation that inflectional
affix-ordering patterns in Choguita Rarámuri that were produced by her consultants
during elicitation sessions reflect the influence of lexical processing.
Finally, much more empirical work is needed on derivational affix ordering crosslinguistically, and especially work that extends beyond two-affix combinations. Ryan
(2010) notes that in Tagalog, strict ordering holds between pairs of affixes (i.e. A–B,
B–C, *B–A, *C–B), but not transitively in three-affix combinations (i.e. C–A–B creates a cycle in the set of affixes). Similar patterns have also been observed in other
languages (Grimes 1983; Buell and Sy 2006), including English (e.g. sens-ation-al,
coloni-al-iz-ation). We are therefore reminded of the need to be cautious about developing a general theory of affix ordering based only on two-affix data. This is a
particularly important issue for typological study because in many morphologically
rich languages, words often contain three, four, or even more derivational (and/or
inflectional) affixes.
In the end, we have contributed new empirical data about derivational suffix combinability in Russian, but even more than this, this paper was an initial attempt to
explore cross-linguistically the influence that lexical access mechanisms may have
on affix ordering, and morphological structure more generally. This question has received virtually no attention from a typological perspective, and our goals were thus
to some degree necessarily programmatic. We have tried to bring some of the relevant
issues into sharper focus.
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Appendix A: Affix validation procedure
For the Russian data we did not have the luxury of working from a corpus in which
derivational morphological structure had already been analyzed. To the extent that
the analytic choices that we made are important to the empirical and theoretical conclusions in this paper, it is therefore worth saying a few words about how we built the
Russian data sets, and in particular, the analytic criteria that we employed in analyzing potential suffixes.
We used six criteria to determine whether a word that was returned by a string
search contained a valid instance of a suffix belonging to our set. Except where noted,
a target word had to meet all six criteria. The same criteria were used to build both
the set of words with two-affix combinations (Sect. 6), and the data set of words with
those affixes singly (Sect. 7).
First, the target word had to have an identifiable morphological constituent, as
evidenced by the separate existence of either a morphologically-related base form
(e.g. -ak is a morphological constituent in morjak ‘seaman’ because there is a related
word more ‘sea’) or another derivative to which the target word is paradigmatically
related (e.g. -acij is a morphological constituent in èvakuacija ‘evacuation’ because
there is the related form èvakuirovat’ ‘to evacuate’). The suffixes could thus attach to
bound stems.
We allowed two exceptions to the principle that there must be a morphologically
related word built on the same base. Where a word failed this criterion but its semantics and phonological structure suggested that it was a bound root + suffix, we validated the example if it could be established that there was an etymologically-related
form (usually by consulting Fasmer 1986), or if the word was borrowed wholesale
from another language, but with an element that phonologically and semantically
matched a productive derivational suffix in the set (e.g., agentive nouns borrowed
from French containing -ant). Borrowed words can be a source of new morphological
formatives in a borrowing language, or reinforce existing formatives. They can thus
be morphologically complex, but may not have paradigmatic support for the base. (In
essence, what they have is paradigmatic support for the suffix.) Borderline examples
of this type included ethnonyms ending in -ak (e.g., Nagajbak, a Tatar ethnicity) that
line up with an identical Russian suffix (e.g., Tverjak ‘inhabitant of Tver’ ’). There
were only a few dozen such examples in our data set.
Second, the suffix had to create a derived form that matched the derived category
for the suffix. This distinguished between, e.g., the -ov in Russian that creates adjectives (domovoj ‘house (adj.)’ < dom ‘house (n.)’) and the -ov(a) that creates verbs
(sovetovat’ ‘to advise’ < sovet ‘advice’). Note that adjectival -ov is one of the suffixes under investigation in this paper, but verbal -ov(a) is not, and examples of it
were therefore rejected.
Third, the base to which the suffix applied had to match one of the base categories
that the affix selects, primarily as listed in Cubberley (1994).
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Fourth, to the extent that the suffix had an identifiable meaning, the target word had
to match that meaning. For example, -ist denotes agents, so only example words with
agentive meaning were considered to contain an instance of the suffix (e.g. futbolist
‘footballer’ < futbol ‘football’). Where a suffix was arguably polysemous, however,
we did not divide it into two suffixes. For instance, the -ov that creates a denominal
possessive adjective was treated as the same suffix as the -ov that creates a denominal
relational adjective.
Fifth, in all but one case the candidate suffix had to not be further divisible into
smaller morphological units. This criterion presented the most challenging issues.
Russian morphs often act like single derivational ‘chunks’ that are themselves potentially divisible. For instance, in his handbook of Russian affixation, Cubberley (1994)
treats -stvenn in ženstvennyj ‘feminine’ as a single formative, presumably because
the expected form ženstvo exists only as the second element of a compound with flat
structure (e.g. mnogo-žen-stvo ‘polygyny’). However, under the principle that affixes
have to not be further divisible, we would analyze -stvenn as a combination of -stv
(nominalizer) + -enn (adjectival formation), since each of these suffixes is independently well attested (e.g. dev-stvo ‘spinsterhood’, utr-enn-ij ‘morning (adj.)’). (Note
that -stv is one of the suffixes in our target set but -enn is not, so this affix combination
does not appear in the data for this paper.)
There is every reason to believe that the larger units are cognitively real for speakers. Moreover, Russian is hardly unique in this respect. For instance, English -ability
is a highly productive derivational chunk, but it could be broken down into -able and
-ity. However, many such chunks exist exactly because the particular affix combination is highly productive, and we want to be able to capture this fact. We therefore
employed the criterion that affixes must be minimal units, even though this in some
respects led us away from our goal of understanding the cognitive processing of word
structure. Of the suffixes in Table 1, -ičn is the only formative that can be broken
down into two affixes: -ic or -ik (noun-forming) + -n (adjective-forming). For example, Russian has gorčit’ ‘to have a bitter taste’, gorčica ‘mustard (n.)’, and gorčičnyj
‘mustard (adj.)’. We allowed -ičn because words that have been derived as -ic/-ik +
-n seem to be rare. Almost all words seem to be like periodičnyj ‘periodic’, for which
there is no corresponding base periodica. Instead, periodičnyj seems by all accounts
to be derived from period ‘period’ by -ičn suffixation.
Readers with knowledge of Russian will recognize that there is one other possible
exception in our affix set to the principle that suffixes had to be indivisible. Specifically, -anin has two parts (an + in), shown by the fact that in the singular the form is
-anin, but the form in the context of plural is -an. However, we consider this to be an
irregular alternation within a single derivational suffix; we do not consider an and in
to be separate suffixes.
Sixth, the target affix(es) had to be the outermost derivational element(s) (including any prefixal or compounding elements) in constituent structure. Inflectional suffixes were ignored. Some words had multiple bracketings, for example, neglubokost’
‘shallowness’ (lit. ‘not deepness’), which can be analyzed as ne-glubokost’ or
neglubok-ost’. In general we included the example if it was possible to analyze the
target suffix as outermost, even if this was not the only possible analysis.
As described in Sect. 5, we validated this affix cleaning procedure with an intercoder reliability study using the one-affix data.
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One final issue related to surnames and place names. In Russian, names commonly
contain recognizable derivational formatives (e.g., -sk in the surname Gusinskij). Surnames and place names are primarily indexical in their function, and the meaning of
the name is therefore disconnected from the meaning of the component morphological parts. One anonymous reviewer in particular objected to analyzing proper names
as examples of the target suffixes, and pointed out that names might be better considered as indivisible. We take this as a valid point, to the extent that the lack of
semantic match causes proper nouns to fail criterion four above—that the target word
instantiate the meaning of the suffix. However, the waters are muddied by two facts.
First, proper nouns exhibit the same morphological behavior as common nouns and
adjectives containing the same suffixes. For instance, surnames containing -sk take
adjectival morphological inflection, despite the fact that surnames are syntactically
nouns. Since -sk is an adjectivizing suffix, this is clearly the source of the adjectival
behavior. Likewise, surnames ending in -anin exhibit the same irregular allomorph
-an in the plural as common nouns. In short, the morphological behavior of surnames
and other proper nouns requires them to be analyzed as morphologically complex.
Second, names tend to be multifunctional—many can be used polysemously both as
proper nouns and as common nouns or adjectives with semantically compositional
meaning. For instance, based on the intuitions of our native speaker analysts and a
non-scientific survey of Google hits, severjanin is overwhelmingly used as a surname
(it is the name of a famous poet), but both speakers were in agreement that it also can
be (and is) used as a common noun with the meaning ‘northerner’ (= sever ‘north’
+ -anin ‘person’). Ultimately, we found it impossible to make any sort of clear-cut
distinction between names that do have uses as common nouns and adjectives, and
ones that do not, or even between nouns that are used primarily as names and ones
that are used primarily as common nouns and adjectives. We thus find no satisfactory solution to the analysis of proper nouns. Throwing out such examples misses the
point that they behave morphologically as if they contain the target suffix, and that
they often have uses as common nouns and adjectives. Leaving them in the data set
misses the point that the indexical function of proper nouns differs from the normal
semantics of the affixes. In our affix-combination data set, we thus chose to run the
analysis both with and without names (if the only word that possibly instantiated the
affix combination was a proper noun, or based on one). See Appendix B for examples. In the larger one-affix data set we chose to exclude words that are used as proper
nouns from the analyses reported.

Appendix B: Examples of two-affix combinations in Russian
The examples with lettered superscripts are, in one way or another, less than clear-cut
examples of the illustrated affix combination (see discussion of individual examples
below). However, even marginal examples are informative about affix combinability,
and there is sufficient evidence for the analyses that we do not feel comfortable excluding the words from the data set entirely. Yet we recognize that Russian speakers
may consider some or all of these examples to be borderline (or worse). As reported
in Sect. 6, we thus ran the ordering algorithm and statistical analysis both with and
without these eight affix combinations.
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Table 2 Examples of affix combinations attested in the corpus
First
suffix

Second
suffix

Example word

Gloss

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

-ak
-ak
-anin
-anin
-ant
-ant
-ant
-ant

-ov
-sk
-ov
-sk
-ičn
-ik
-izm
-ov

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49

-ant
-ant
-ar’
-ar’
-ar’
-ar’
-ar’
-ar’
-ar’
-čik
-ičn
-ičn
-ik
-im
-im
-im
-im
-im
-im
-ist
-ist
-ist
-ist
-ist
-liv
-liv
-ost’
-ov
-ov
-ov
-ov
-ov
-ov
-ov
-ov
-ov
-sk
-stv
-stv
-tel’
-tel’

-sk
-stv
-čik
-ik
-ist
-izm
-ničaj
-sk
-stv
-ov
-ik
-ost’
-ov
-acij
-čik
-izm
-ost’
-sk
-stv
-ičn
-ik
-izm
-ov
-sk
-čik
-ost’
-liv
-ičn
-ik
-išč
-izm
-liv
-ničaj
-ost’
-sk
-stv
-ost’
-im
-ov
-ist
-išč

pustjakovyj
nagajbakskija
smoljaninovyj
severjaninskijb
pedantičnyj
muzykantik
diletantizm
foliantovyjc
seržantovyjc
muzykantskij
sektantstvo
sudarčik
slovarik
scenarist
scenarizm
slesarničat’
gosudarskij
gosudarstvo
mal’čikovyj
gorčičnik
periodičnost’
rodnikovyj
legitimacijad
ljubimčik
legitimizme
neobxodimost’
proxodimskij
mzdoimstvo
optimističnyj
tankistik
artistizm
marksistovyjf
centristskij
sčastlivčik
spravedlivost’
žalostlivyj
šelkovičnyj
xvostovik
čudovišče
bytovizm
šalovlivyj
domovničat’
bestolkovost’
bezotcovskij
vorovstvo
russkost’
osuščestvimyjg
čuvstvovyjh
dvigatelist
prijatelišče

‘trivial’
‘related to the Nağaibäk (a Tatar ethnicity)’
‘related to people from Smolensk’
‘related to Igor Severjanin (poet)’
‘pedantic’
‘musician (derog.)’
‘amateurism’
‘related to a foliant (a large-format book or manuscript)’
‘sergeant-like’
‘related to musicians’
‘sectarianism’
‘judge (affectionate)’
‘glossary’
‘script writer’
‘practice of writing screen plays’
‘to work metal’
‘related to the monarch/head of government’
‘state, nation’
‘related to little boys’
‘mustard poultice’
‘periodicity’
‘related to a spring/source’
‘legitimacy’
‘darling boy (pej.); pet’
‘legitimism’
‘necessity’
‘related to a crook, imposter’
‘bribery’
‘optimistic’
‘member of a tank crew (derog.)’
‘artistry, virtuosity’
‘Marxistic’
‘centrist (adj.)’
‘lucky man’
‘justice’
‘compassionate, sympathetic’
‘related to silk worm cocoons’
‘shank’
‘beast’
‘everydayism, beingism’
‘mischievous, flirtatious’
‘to house-sit’
‘slow-wittedness, incoherence’
‘fatherless’
‘thievery’
‘Russianness’
‘feasible’
‘sensory’
‘machinist’
‘friend (fam., intim.)’
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Table 2 (Continued)

50
51

First
suffix

Second
suffix

Example word

Gloss

-tel’
-tel’

-sk
-stv

issledovatel’skij
izdatel’stvo

‘research (adj.)’
‘publishing house’

a All examples in our data of -ak + -skij are based on the names of ethnicities or regions ending in -ak:
korjak-skij, karakalpak-skij, etc. The question is how to analyze -ak. On the one hand, the bases (nagajb-,
korj-, karakalp-) do not occur independently, nor in combination with any other suffix. On the other hand,
there are many ethnonyms that end in -ak (mostly for Turkic groups), and while these are borrowings and
proper names, there is a semantic match to the productive use of the Russian suffix -ak that denotes people
by place of origin/ethnicity (tverjak ‘inhabitant of Tver’ ’, poljak ‘Pole’). We consider this paradigmatic
support for the suffix -ak as sufficient, even though the root nagajb- has no existence independently of the
word Nagajbak
b As discussed in Appendix A, we find no satisfactory analysis for Severjaninskij and similar words in
which one or both of the target suffixes are part of a proper noun (here, Severjanin). All potential examples
of -anin + -sk in our data set were of this type
c The Russian word foliant was very likely borrowed from Latin as a complete word, but in Russian it
exists alongside the word folio ‘a book printed by folding two sheets of paper to produce two leaves, or
any bound manuscript’. Thus, -ant meets the affix criteria outlined in this paper. We consider the fact that
foliant is a borrowing to not be directly relevant to the question of whether it is morphologically complex.
Borrowing as part of a word does not necessarily prevent the morph from taking on new (and potentially
different) life as a derivational morph in the borrowing language. Seržantovyj ‘sergeant-like’ faces similar
issues
d A reviewer disliked this example (and also legitimizm) on a few grounds: (a) that im is part of the root
in Latin, from which Russian borrowed the word; (b) that legitimyj is not a word of Russian and thus
there is no evidence that im here forms an adjective; and (c) that legit- never occurs separately from im.
We acknowledge that this example is far less than ideal, but we think that the status of im in Latin is not
relevant to its status in Russian, nor is the fact that Russian borrowed the word from Latin. Regarding the
second point, it is true that legitimyj does not occur in our corpus, but a search on Google in March 2014
turned up a couple hundred examples of exactly this adjectival use—alongside the much more frequent
competitor legitimnyj. There are also uses (we did not count the exact number) on the web of legit by itself,
mostly apparently as slang and perhaps self-conscious use. Thus, the conservative analysis, and the one
that accords with the largest part of the data, is that im is part of the root. This was also our native speaker
analyst’s judgment. However, the structure of the word makes reinterpretation of im as an adjectival suffix
possible, and the data suggest that some Russian speakers have reinterpreted it in exactly this way. We thus
see it as a highly marginal example, but are nonetheless not entirely comfortable with removing it from
the data set. (If anything, this example shows how much affix combinability restrictions, like all aspects of
linguistic structure, are a moving target.) There are no other viable examples of this affix combination in
our data set
e See the previous footnote, regarding legitimacija. The same arguments apply here
f Marksistovyj strikes many Russian speakers as unnatural sounding, including our native speaker analyst.
Its use in our data set comes from poetry, in which it is used to rhyme with neistovyj ‘violent, furious’.
While poetic use sometimes bends the rules of grammar and some linguists considered such examples to be
creativity, rather than productivity (van Marle 1990), there are many stylistic registers that have their own
conventions for word-formation that differ from the language as a whole (e.g., scientific terminology).
Thus, while we recognize that this affix combination is marginal, we do not consider poetic use to be
inherently disqualifying
g The adjective osuščestvimyj ‘feasible’ is the only potential example in the corpus of the combination
-stv + -im. The outer element -im is a deverbal adjectival suffix (cf. osuščestvit’ ‘to accomplish, to implement’); it is the status of -stv that is in question. There is an obsolete adjective suščij ‘existing’ that is
etymologically related to the verb (Fasmer 1986). However, there seem to be no modern words that are
related in the required way. It thus seems possible, even probable, that -stv was historically a suffix but
has been reanalyzed as part of the root. But we are cautious about excluding such examples of reanalysis
because of the potential bias that this introduces into the data set
h Čuvstvovyj is the only possible combination of -stvo + -ov. It was accepted by our native speaker analyst,

but was questioned by one of the reviewers. It seems to be a neologism, and outside of the normal use of
Russian. On the other hand, the fact that it is used as a neologism (however rarely) shows that this is a
possible suffix combination
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Appendix C: Statistical-distributional properties of the Russian suffixes
Suffix

Number of
types (V )

Number of
hapaxes
(V 1)

Number of
tokens (N )

Tokens per
million

Categoryconditioned
productivity
(P = V 1/N )

Average
relative
frequency
(by types)

Average
relative
frequency
(by tokens)

-ak
-anin
-ant
-ar’
-acij
-izm
-ik
-im
-ist
-ičn
-išč
-liv
-ničaj
-ov
-ost’
-sk
-stv
-tel’
-čik

178
151
55
29
289
549
1999
79
534
262
132
151
145
1501
3850
3815
799
497
540

54
49
16
8
66
165
567
15
165
66
45
31
58
517
1357
1347
224
167
204

8105
13,809
2296
474
32,627
16,937
128,986
7786
24,714
11,402
5102
11,866
1358
48,004
160,568
169,162
130,542
67,439
12,639

332.11
565.83
94.08
19.42
1336.91
694.00
5285.26
319.04
1012.67
467.20
209.06
486.22
55.64
1966.99
6579.35
6931.50
5349.02
2763.35
517.89

0.0067
0.0035
0.0070
0.0169
0.0020
0.0097
0.0044
0.0019
0.0067
0.0058
0.0088
0.0026
0.0427
0.0108
0.0085
0.0080
0.0017
0.0025
0.0161

0.893
0.656
0.164
0.931
0.042
0.464
0.599
0.886
0.601
0.603
0.833
0.808
0.752
0.771
0.730
0.586
0.623
0.899
0.917

0.617
0.422
0.059
0.943
0.001
0.426
0.317
0.910
0.329
0.435
0.770
0.807
0.748
0.543
0.534
0.578
0.365
0.639
0.839

Appendix D: Statistical-distributional properties of the English suffixes
Suffix

Number
of types
(V )

-able
-age
-al
-an
-ance
-ant
-ary
-ate
-ation
-dom
-ee
-eer
-en
-ence
-ent
-er
-ery
-ese
-ess
-ette

245
90
315
136
64
99
91
91
307
14
32
17
72
53
71
942
70
18
48
16

Number
of hapaxes
(V 1)

23
9
11
12
2
4
5
7
26
0
2
4
2
0
4
83
5
3
5
2

Number
of tokens
(N )

18,744
9992
67,391
10,280
12,421
9531
6788
5876
35,155
3242
3890
697
9409
13,624
24,194
76,043
3429
1620
1888
1448

Tokens per
million

Categoryconditioned
productivity
(P = V 1/N )

Average
relative
frequency
(by types)

Average
relative
frequency
(by tokens)

1047.15
558.21
3764.86
574.30
693.91
532.46
379.22
328.27
1963.97
181.12
217.32
38.94
525.64
761.12
1351.62
4248.21
191.56
90.50
105.47
80.89

0.0012
0.0009
0.0002
0.0012
0.0002
0.0004
0.0007
0.0012
0.0007
0.0000
0.0005
0.0057
0.0002
0.0000
0.0002
0.0011
0.0015
0.0019
0.0026
0.0014

0.837
0.744
0.660
0.779
0.688
0.505
0.714
0.692
0.752
0.786
0.688
1.000
0.722
0.547
0.535
0.827
0.771
0.941
0.854
0.875

0.643
0.470
0.511
0.647
0.537
0.291
0.698
0.409
0.527
0.216
0.075
1.000
0.694
0.255
0.118
0.612
0.768
0.925
0.950
0.118
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Suffix

Number
of types
(V )

-fold
-ful
-hood
-ian
-ic
-ier
-ify
-ion
-ious
-ish
-ism
-ist
-itis
-ity
-ive
-ize
-less
-let
-like
-ling
-ly
-ment
-most
-ness
-oid
-or
-ory
-ous
-proof
-ry
-ship
-some
-ster
-th
-ward
-y

16
138
24
70
331
21
41
756
22
108
187
294
17
434
210
166
191
23
21
22
2285
218
18
812
10
153
70
197
15
44
71
28
15
43
23
582

Number
of hapaxes
(V 1)

Number
of tokens
(N )

3
7
3
8
22
3
4
34
0
12
12
43
2
41
10
5
20
2
5
0
355
13
4
205
2
12
9
15
2
5
8
2
2
1
2
32

278
17,362
2141
4682
24,031
289
4655
133,233
1105
10,764
7638
13,287
194
43,405
22,557
12,121
6855
780
856
1103
233,550
52,932
356
19,954
150
15,170
2600
18,445
165
1844
7280
1205
708
20,729
2153
45,126

Tokens per
million

15.53
969.94
119.61
261.56
1342.51
16.15
260.06
7443.18
61.73
601.34
426.70
742.29
10.84
2424.86
1260.17
677.15
382.96
43.58
47.82
61.62
13047.49
2957.09
19.89
1114.75
8.38
847.49
145.25
1030.45
9.22
103.02
406.70
67.32
39.55
1158.04
120.28
2521.01
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Categoryconditioned
productivity
(P = V 1/N )

Average
relative
frequency
(by types)

Average
relative
frequency
(by tokens)

0.0108
0.0004
0.0014
0.0017
0.0009
0.0104
0.0009
0.0003
0.0000
0.0011
0.0016
0.0032
0.0103
0.0009
0.0004
0.0004
0.0029
0.0026
0.0058
0.0000
0.0015
0.0002
0.0112
0.0103
0.0133
0.0008
0.0035
0.0008
0.0121
0.0027
0.0011
0.0017
0.0028
0.0000
0.0009
0.0007

0.813
0.920
1.000
0.771
0.529
0.905
0.585
0.505
0.636
0.852
0.765
0.694
0.412
0.742
0.648
0.729
0.969
0.913
0.857
0.818
0.818
0.706
0.778
0.927
0.300
0.719
0.500
0.624
1.000
0.795
0.887
0.893
0.867
0.512
0.696
0.787

0.363
0.707
1.000
0.777
0.286
0.990
0.258
0.274
0.582
0.271
0.585
0.536
0.345
0.341
0.590
0.425
0.970
0.806
0.475
0.200
0.383
0.421
0.331
0.567
0.033
0.495
0.372
0.374
1.000
0.744
0.627
0.920
0.883
0.238
0.134
0.486
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